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Improving Automatic Speech Recognition from Distant Microphones Using Self-Attention

Classical approaches to multi-channel microphone array signal processing such as MVDR or fixed-weight beamformers can be used to improve far-field speech recognition when integrated into the front-end signal-processing of a standard automatic speech recognition system. This research improves upon these standard approaches via a novel self-attention mechanism, replacing fixed signal-processing with a robust, learned approach that achieves state-of-the-art performance in natural conversational settings.
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In Dragon Ambient eXperience (DAX) research, we utilize a microphone array device to capture far-field conversational speech between doctor and patient in the form of multichannel audio. We then obtain the medical transcription from the recorded audio by using a multichannel automatic speech recognition (ASR) system.

Recent research literature demonstrates accuracy benefits from jointly optimizing a multichannel frontend and an ASR backend together when doing far-field ASR. Most of these ASR frontends are based on the beamforming paradigm. In this approach, spatial information embedded in the multichannel audio is used to enhance the speech signal consumed by the ASR backend. Two common beamforming designs are MVDR (Minimum Variance Distortionless Response)-based design [1] and non-constrained design [2]. Another ASR frontend research approach relies on deep-learning attention mechanisms instead of beamforming. Attention mechanisms can be used to either select or combine audio channels from the multichannel signal [3].

In the paper “Self-attention channel combinator frontend for end-to-end multichannel far-field speech recognition”, to be presented at Interspeech 2021, we explore a self-attention mechanism-based ASR frontend – Self-Attention Channel Combinator (SACC)- to generate channel combination weights, and to give predominance to those microphone channels that
can lead to a better recognition accuracy. Our experiments conducted on a multichannel simulated conversational test data show that SACC achieves a 9.3% Word Error Rate Reduction (WERR) compared to a state-of-the-art beamforming frontend [2].

The Transformer neural network architecture is a proven approach to many sequence-learning applications, including Machine Translation [4], Automatic Speech Recognition [5] and in many areas of Natural Language Understanding. Rather than relying on recurrent neural architectures it depends on the self-attention mechanism which adopts a query-key-value concept. The attention weight matrix in this self-attention mechanism conceptually represents the similarity between sequence elements both within or between sequences. In this work, it is used in a similar way to model the similarity between microphone channels. Channel-combinator weights which specify the predominance of certain microphone channels are then calculated by a tensor product between the value and the attention weights. The final single channel representation is then computed as a weighted combination of the multichannel microphone array audio using these channel-combinator weights.
Figure 1: Simplified Self-Attention Channel Combinator (SACC) flowchart

In Figure 2 we show the channel combinator weights learned from jointly optimizing the SACC frontend and an ASR backend. The lower and upper figures represent the weights of two test examples of the same utterance, recorded by speakers located in two different positions. We can clearly observe that the learned weights vary depending on the position. In the upper figure, the 2nd and 3rd channels are weighted higher, and the 7th and 8th channels are weighted lower than the other channels. In the lower figure the 1st channel is weighted much lower than the other channels.

Figure 2: Channel combinator weights per channel.

We compare the SACC with four baselines: (1) single channel distant microphone (SDM), (2) random channel distant microphone (RDM), with a channel chosen at random per training utterance, (3) MVDR beamformer, (4) neural beamforming (NBF) [2], with fixed beamformer weights learned for 8 beam directions. The NBF and our SACC frontends are jointly optimized with the ASR backend. The ASR backend is an attention-based encoder-decoder (AED) system. The encoder is a variant of the ContextNet architecture [6], and the decoder is a single layer LSTM network.
The training data is based on a 460-hour subset of speech from Librispeech and the English partition of Mozilla Common Voice. The subset was selected based on various signal characteristics extracted using the NISA [7] algorithm. This base material was convolved with 8 channels room impulse responses (RIRs) generated using the Image method, followed by addition of ambient, babble and fan noise. The testing data is a set of speech material simultaneously played back and recorded in a meeting room. The room was setup with an 8-channel analog Uniform Linear Array with 33 mm inter-microphone spacing.

Figure 3: The Word Error Rate for the baselines and the SACC.

In conclusion, the SACC frontend achieves a 9.3% word error rate reduction (WERR) over NBF and represents a promising path towards building state-of-the-art multichannel ASR systems eschewing the beamforming paradigm.
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